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Summary 

The INR 120cm cyclotron was converted 

into a 30 Mev(p) sector focused cyclotron in 

1983. It has been put into operation for tvm 
years. About 16 researches and 36 changes of 

energy or particle have been performed. 
Accelerator performance and operation are 

briefly 2 1),r.U11cc:ci:',cd. Sone dev 8::"0 "',i lO:lts are 
also included. 

Description of the cyclotron 

The INR 120cm cyclotron is a classical 

6.8 Mev(p) cyclotron built in 1964. In order 

to broaden the field of research, in 1978, 

we started to convert the machine into a 

sector focused cyclotron with energy of 30 

Mev(p). This project lasted four years for 

design and en~ineering preparation, one and 

a half years shut down for installation and 

beam tuning. It was completed in December 
1983 according to schedule. 

After completion of acceptance test, the 
cyclotron has been under routine operation 

since summer 1984. The reports on deSign, 
construction, installation and tuning have 
been given elsewhere. 1), 2), 3), 4) we will 

give here only the maim technical measures 

and parameters. 

The main measures to remodel this 

machine are 
---Replacing the 120cm conic pole with 

cyclindrical one's of 144cm dia~eter 

providing 3 sectors, 9 pairs of trimcoils 

and 3 pairs of valley coils in each valley. 

--- Using a single 1800 Dee cantilevered 

from two stems instead of two 1800 Dees and 

developing a balum unit (a device which 
transforms a balanced impedance to 

unbalanced one's) for transmition RF power 
from final power amplifier stage to the 

single Dee. 
-- Using two sets of electrostatic 

deflector, following that, providing a 
focusing magnetic channel, a magnetic 

weakening channel and a steering magnet. 

The maim parameters are listed in 

'I'able 1. 

Table 1: Haim parameters of the 

cyclotron 
~:nergy 

P 

d 

10-30 Hev & (5-8 ~Iev) 

10-16 Mev 

d... 20-32 lIev 
Hagnet pol e diar.18t er 

Sectors 

Spiral angle 
Gap on hill 
Gap in valley 

Frequency range 

Dee 

Dee height 
Beam Q,perture 

Dee ground clearance 

.c:;xtraction 

1386mm 

3 
45 0 I:ax 
146mm 
224mm 

10.5-21.5 HHz 
1800 xl 

48mm 

30mm 

34.5mm 
2 sets of 

electroctatic deflector 

Cyclotron performance & operation 

Particles and energies accelerated in 

1984-1985 are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Particles and enercies 

acceler:'.t,"d in 1984-19(,) 

_article 

cL 

2Hl 

12.~3 
v 

14,3 

1604 
20He4 

11,15,17,20,25,30 

16,20 

32,40 

4.1 

53 
25 
40 

29 

The heavy ions produced from existing 

hot filament ion source gave only a few 

"ooam':)ers were mainly used for tric.l test 

of inodiation of solids. 

;~cso3.rch '.':orlc is l,resently beinc 

concentrated in the fields of nucleor 

~~~!.lyG~C0 c.ne:. o<_~plied scienc'2. About 16 

oX:lJOril:lents ':!ere performc,d lrOln the middle 

of 1934 to 1?J5. The eK1ori~entE arc as 

follO\'.'2 : 

1) _.x.'ori""O!lts of nuc18o.r rcsoccrches of 

16.7 Love), ), 2(:';.' :,ev 56"G(~,n), 16 Eov 

d+ 1 , 16 ;'ev d + d. 

2) croduction of radionuclides of 201 T1 , 
2031 b, lll In • 

3) Trace analysis by char~ed particle 

o.ctivation. 

About 36 changes of particles type on 

en8rGY wer8 Dracticed in satisfy the 

requir8ments of these ex~eriments and the 

develop8d studies. CllCl.ra.tional til;]e 

distribution to the experiments are shovm 

in Table 3. 

Table 3. Timo distribution of 

cyclotron 

Toto.l time 

llucleo.r physics 

In production 

vr}velol')ment 

1520 

700 

670 

150 

E 

H 

E 

II 

The performance of the machine has been 

improved. ~everal acceleration test have 

performed to determine the optinum 

acceloration ~arameters. The bemn current 

of cJ.. particle hav8 increased more than ten 

miCrO<JI:l!'ereS in the straight line tarGet 
and c::L lJarticle energy has increased uF to 

4C Lev. DurinG this period, the machine'\'1as 

steadily o.'lerated vri th much less difficulty 

than W8 had anticipated. Also there was no 

distinct mechanical deformation in the trim 

coil cover plate and Dee structures. 

'rhe problems we had like leakage and 

unreliableooVler supnlies were within the 

tolerable limits. Failures related to the 

RF, power supplies and deflector are as 

follows: 

1) The couDlinG capacity bellows was 

break donn by TIl." spa.rking at one time. 

2) Unreliable power supplies were 

accused only a few times mainly caused by 

poor quality of some parts such as transistor 
and resistance. 

3) The tantalum septum of the first 

set deflector were slightly ~elted by beam 

current. 

Recent developments 

Some developments were carried out on 

the cyclotron. There are mainly as follows: 

The non-intercepting type beam phase 

probe has been developed to measure the 

phase of beam. 

The automatic frequency control and 

Dee voltage stabilizer have been added to 

existing RF control system. The performance 

of the system is based on the comparision 

of the phase of Dee vollage and RF voltage 

of the final stage of amplifier. These 

system maintain the accelerating voltage 

wi thin stability better than 5xlO-3. 
The tantalum septum of the first set 

deflector has been replaced vdth a graphite 

one's. After replacing, it operated rather 

satisfactory. 
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Morever an intensive ~ion source has 

been developed. 'fhe yields of ex. narticle 

has nearly increased by 100~. 

Future develonment 

There are still a lot of work to 

illl,prove the cyclotron performance. The 
major subjects concerned are: 

-- Developing a digito.l control system 

to set parameters of the cyclotron, then 

using phase flrobe signo.l to isochronize 

the cyclotron for a variety of particles 

and energies. 

-- Installing beam phase slit to 

imnrove energy resolution. 

-- Setting up of the beam trans~ort 

system to the new eX]lsriment room. 
-- Developing light heavy ions. 
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